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what is the maximum number of SWE in the scales, 64747mm seems a unreasonable number to me. The maximum number of SWE is 64.747mm.

P.3345 L.17-20. ‘the forecasted...., observed data is significantly higher than....’, is this statement just opposite to the figure result?

P.3345 L.17-20 should be ‘forecasted data is significantly higher than observed data at midday when the water vapor is higher and the change of the clouds is more active as it is difficult to consider the effect of the clouds because of WRF low spatial resolution.’

P3344. L.2.: Equation is not clearly presented: >0.4 for what term?

Snow cover map used satellite reflectances in MODIS bands 4 and 6 to calculate the NDSI. A pixel will be mapped as snow if the NDSI value is > 0.4 and the reflectance in MODIS band 2 is >11% (Barton, J.S., 2001; Andrew G. Klein,2003; V.V. Salomonson, 2004).